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SUB-MINIATURE PLIERS 
 

SUB-MINI BOX JOINT PLIERS sub-mini box joint pliers manufac-

tured from quality stainless steel. 

The sprung jaws have vinyl grips, 

length overall 75mm. 

 

 
                                                 

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-111    Sub-Mini Box Joint Half Round Nose Plier...........   £4.49 

030-113    Sub-Mini Box Joint Round Nose Plier..................    £4.49 

030-115    Sub-Mini Box Joint Flat Nose Plier.......................   £4.49 

030-711    Sub-Mini Box Joint Plier Side Cutter....................    £4.49 

                                                                                                           
 

MINIATURE PLIERS 
 

DRAPER MINIATURE COMBINATION PLIERS a high quality pair 

of combination pliers manufactured from selected steel.  Insulated 

handles, lightly serrated jaws and spring loaded handles.  Length 

125mm. 

 

 

 
 

                       

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

36200       Draper Miniature Combination Plier 125mm........    £8.99 

                                                                                                           

MINIATURE LONG NOSE PLIER a high quality pair of long nose 

pliers manufactured from selected steel.  Insulated handles and 

lightly serrated jaws for a firm grip.  Spring loaded handles. Length 

115mm. 

 

 

 

 

                     

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

19647       Draper Miniature Long Nose Plier 115mm...........   £9.49 

                                                                                                           

MINIATURE SIDE CUTTER a high quality pair of miniature side 

cutters manufactured from selected steel.  The handles are spring 

loaded for repetitive 

working.  Length 

115mm. 
 

 

 
                                      

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

19646       Draper Miniature Side Cutter 115mm...................   £9.49 

                                                                                                           

FINE POINT ELECTRONICS SIDE CUTTER a miniature lap joint-

ed mini side cutter which is ideal for electronics,  The narrow 

blades are ideal for fine work in confined areas.  The handles have 

PVC grips and are sprung for convienent working. Length overall 

125mm. 

 

 

 

 
  

                     

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-210    Fine Point Electronics Side Cutters 125mm.........   £8.49 

                                                                                                           

TAPERED HEAD SIDE CUTTER a high quality lap jointed side 

cutter with  tapered head and flush cutting jaws.  The cutting edge 

of the jaw is set at an angle to assist fine work, the jaws are 

ground flush, ideal for cutting frets etc.  The jaws are sprung for 

repetitive working. 

Length overall 

130mm.  Cutting 

capacity up to 

1mm soft wire. 
 
 
 

                      

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-525    Tapered Head Side Cutters 130mm..................... £15.99 

                                                                                                           
 

MINIATURE PRECISION PLIERS 

 

An excellent range of miniature precision pliers of pressed stain-

less steel and finely ground jaws.  All types have an opening 

spring and comfortable insulated handles.  5 types available, sold 

individually and in a set of 5. 
 

MINIATURE PRECISION PLIER SIDE CUTTER a good quality 

side cutter, ideal for cutting plastics up to 3mm diameter and cop-

per wire up to 1.2mm dia. 

Comfortable sprung handles. 

 

Length 90mm. 

                                

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

PL0090     Precision Plier Side Cutter 90mm.........................   £6.99 

                                                                                                           

MINIATURE PRECISION PLIERS a range of good quality minia-

ture pliers with finely ground jaws.  The half round plier is ideal for 

general purpose and fine work, the round nose are ideal for work-

ing small components in restricted space.  The flat jaw plier is ideal 

for holding thin gauge material and general work.  The bent nose 

plier has finely ground jaws with a 45° set which is ideal for posi-

tioning small components in restricted work places. Length 

100mm. 

 
 

 
 
 
              

                                 

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

PL0100     Precision Plier Half Round 100mm.......................   £6.99 

PL0110     Precision Plier Round Nose 100mm.....................   £6.99 

PL0120     Precision Plier Flat Nose 100mm.........................   £6.99 

PL0130     Precision Plier Bent Nose 100mm........................   £6.99 

                                                                                                           

MINIATURE PRECISION PLIER SET containing one each of the 

above pliers. 

*SAVE £4.96 

based on the 

singles price.* 

              

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

PLS135    Precision Plier Set of 5......................................... £29.99 
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MINIATURE SIDE CUTTER 

 

130MM ELECTRONIC THIN JAW NIPPER WITH CLIP CUTTERS 

pressed carbon steel, hardened and tempered for cutting copper 

wire up to 1.2mm diameter. Chemically blacked finish with soft 

grips and limiter feature. Cutting capacity 0.2-1.2mm copper wire.  

Flush cutting edges, ideal for cutting sprues. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                               

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-140    Draper Electronics Side Cutter.............................   £4.99 

                                                                                                           

5" SIDE CUTTERS pressed steel construction with PVC coated 

handles.  Cutting capacity 0.2-1.2mm copper wire.  Flush cutting 

edges, ideal for cutting sprues. 
 
 

 
 
 

                          

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-140    5" Side Cutter.......................................................   £5.99 

                                                                                                           
 

FINE POINT HOBBY PLIERS 

 

HIGH QUALITY MINI LONG NOSE PLIERS a high quality mini 

long nose plier with smooth jaws that taper to a sharp point.  The 

sprung handles are fitted with vinyl handles.  Length overall 

125mm. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
               

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-629    H/Q Mini Long Nose Plier 125mm........................   £8.99 

                                                                                                           

HIGH QUALITY MINI SIDE CUTTER FOR SPRUES & FRETS a 

high quality mini side cutter with razor sharp jaws, ideal for cutting 

sprues and brass frets.  The sprung handles have vinyl grips.  

Length overall 125mm. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
                    

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-627    H/Q Mini Side Cutter for Sprues & Frets 125mm.   £8.99 

                                                                                                           

HIGH QUALITY CRAFT PLIERS 

 

A range of quality pliers which are ideal for light and delicate han-

dling of small components, are well suited to small assembly and 

craft work.  Each has a forged steel frame with a box joint for relia-

bility and stability.  Comfortable light PVC grips and return spring. 
 

MINIATURE CRAFT PLIER SIDE CUTTER a miniature flush cut 

diagonal side cutter with a 13mm cutting edge.  Box jointed with 

PVC grips and sprung handles.  Cutting capacity:- 1mm diameter 

copper wire.  Length 120mm. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

           

                 

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

PL7341     Craft Plier Side Cutter...........................................   £7.99 

                                                                                                           

MINIATURE CRAFT PLIER HALF ROUND a miniature half round 

plier with 20mm smooth jaws.  Box jointed with PVC grips and 

sprung handles.  Available with straight or bent nose.  Length 

130mm. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

           

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

PL7345     Craft Plier Half Round Straight Nose....................   £7.99 

PL7342     Craft Plier Half Round Bent Nose.........................   £7.99 

                                                                                                           

MINIATURE CRAFT PLIER ROUND NOSE a miniature round 

nose plier with 15mm smooth jaws.  Box jointed with PVC grips 

and sprung handles.  Length 135mm. 

             

 

           

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

PL7343     Craft Plier Round Nose.........................................   £7.99 

                                                                                                           

MINIATURE CRAFT PLIER FLAT NOSE a miniature flat nose 

plier with 20mm smooth jaws.  Box jointed with PVC grips and 

sprung handles. Length 130mm. 

 
 

 

                    

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

PL7344     Craft Plier Flat Nose.............................................   £7.99 
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GERMAN PLIERS AND CUTTERS 

 
A range of high quality pliers and cutters. Drop forged steel frame with a 

box joint for reliability and stability.  Well finished with PVC grips and fric-

tionless return spring.  Ideal for miniature assembly, model making and 

craft work.  Manufactured in Germany. 
 

GERMAN MINIATURE FLAT NOSE PLIER a high quality stain-

less steel flat nose miniature plier with box joint and frictionless 

spring.  The ground jaws are smooth, jaw length 24mm, jaw width 

5mm tapering to 4mm.  Length overall 115mm.  Manufactured in 

Germany. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-001    German Flat Nose Plier 115mm...........................   £9.99 

                                                                                                           
GERMAN MINIATURE ROUND NOSE PLIER a high quality stain-

less steel round nose miniature plier with box joint and frictionless 

spring.  The ground jaws are smooth, jaw length 24mm, jaw diam-

eter 5mm tapering to 1mm.  Length overall 115mm.  Manufactured 

in Germany. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-003    German Round Nose Plier 115mm......................    £9.99 

                                                                                                           
GERMAN MINIATURE SNIPE NOSE PLIERS high quality stain-

less steel snipe (½ round) nose miniature pliers with box joint and 

frictionless spring.  The ground jaws are smooth, jaw length 25mm, 

jaw width 

7mm taper- 

ing to 1.5mm. 

Length over- 

all 115mm.  
 
 
  
 
                 

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-102    German Snipe (½ Round) Nose Plier 115mm......   £9.99 

030-112    German Snipe (½ Round) B/Nose Plier 115mm..   £9.99 

                                                                                                           
GERMAN MINIATURE SIDE CUTTER a high quality stainless 

steel side cutter with box joint and frictionless spring.  The ground 

jaws have a bevelled cutting edge.  Jaw length 15mm.  Suitable for 

cutting soft material up to 1.5mm.  Length overall 115mm. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

               

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-015    German Side Cutter 115mm................................. £12.99 

                                                                                                           

GERMAN FORMING PLIERS a range of high quality forming pli-

ers manufactured in Germany from selected stainless steel.  Each 

plier has a box joint and frictionless spring.  The various combina-

tion of jaws are ideal for a range of tasks such as forming and 

holding rings, bending etc.  The jaws are smooth, jaw length 

25mm, jaw width 7mm at widest section gently tapering. Length 

overall 

130mm. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

           

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-306    German Forming Plier Convex/Flat 130mm......... £13.99 

030-307    German Forming Plier Round/Concave 130mm.. £13.99 

030-308    German Forming Plier Flat/Round 130mm........... £13.99 

030-309    German Forming Plier Concave/Convex 130mm. £13.99 

                                                                                                           
 

MAUN PARALLEL ACTION PLIERS 

 

MAUN PARALLEL ACTION FLAT NOSE PLIER a high quality 

plier with smooth flat jaws ideal for general purpose work.  The 

parallel action allows more secure holding of thin sheet stock etc.  

The jaws open to 

a maximum of 

10mm.  Length 

overall 140mm. 

Made in England. 

 
 
                             
CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-870    Maun Parallel Action Flat Nose Pliers 140mm..... £29.99 

                                                                                                           
MAUN PARALLEL ACTION SNIPE NOSE PLIER a high quality 

plier with flat jaws which taper in width and thickness to a fine 

point, with smooth jaws.  The parallel action allows more secure 

holding of thin sheet stock etc, and they are suited to the delicate 

handling of small objects.  The jaws open to a maximum of 10mm.  

Length overall 125mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   
CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-340    Maun P/Action Snipe Nose Pliers Smooth........... £29.99 

                                                                                                           
MAUN END CUTTING NIPPER a high quality top cutter which is 

suitable for cutting hard 

wire up to 2mm.  The 

handles are manufac- 

tured from pressed 

steel and are sprung 

for ease of use. 

Length overall 

160mm.  Made 

in England. 

 

                                        

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

3010150   Maun End Cutting Nipper..................................... £29.99 
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STANDARD PLIERS 
 

DRAPER DIAGONAL SIDE CUTTER a general duty, forged car-

bon steel diagonal side cutter, hardened and tempered. The cut-

ting edges are additionally induction hardened and suitable for cut-

ting medium/hard wire up to 2.5mm diameter. With polished and 

lacquered heads and PVC dipped handles. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

           

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

07053       Draper Diagonal Side Cutter 160mm...................    £6.99 

                                                                                                           

WATER PUMP PLIER 250MM a useful plier manufactured from 

chrome vanadium steel, hardened, tempered and polished jaws.     

The handles have "no-nip" action with cushion grip handles, jaw 

capacity 33mm.  Ideal for a range of gripping applications including 

opening screw tops etc.  Length 250mm. 

 

 

 

         

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-147    Water Pump Plier 250mm....................................    £4.99 

                                                                                                           
 

WIRE CUTTERS 
 

WIRE CUTTER & STRIPPER for cutting and stripping cable up to 

6mm dia.  Hardened and tempered steel blades with insulated 

sprung handles and incorporates an adjustable gauge selector.  

Length 125mm. 

 

 

 
                       

                          

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

67650       Wire Cutter/Stripper 125mm.................................   £6.99 

                                                                                                           

WIRE CUTTER & STRIPPER a versatile wire stripper with seven 

stripping stations from 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 4.0 and 6mm and a 

wire cutter.  Cushion-grip spring-loaded handles, hardened and 

tempered steel blades.  Length 150mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

19779       Draper Wire Stripper 150mm................................ £13.99 

                                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

2 IN 1 WIRE CUTTER/STRIPPER a combined wire cutter and 

stripper, cut the cable to length and strip with the other end.  The 

stripper self adjusts to size.  Ideal for low voltage cable 26 to 

14awg. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                             

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-851    2-in-1 Wire Stripper..............................................   £9.99 

                                                                                                           

DRAPER AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER a good quality 

adjustable wire stripper with a steel body and nylon moving han-

dle.  The wire stripper and cable cutter blade are hardened and 

tempered steel.  The adjustable jaws have a capacity of 0.2-

6.0mm diameter wire, with a maximum throat depth of 20mm.  

Also strips 20mm wide ribbon cable.  Length 170mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

             

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

55806       Draper Automatic Wire Stripper............................ £15.99 

                                                                                                           

CK AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER designed for fatigue free, 

repetitive stripping of flat & round cable & wire.  Heavy duty con-

struction with hardened steel blades for outstanding long term per-

formance.  Automatic wire size adjustment and stripping length 

stop for consistent results.  Side insertion of wire for ease of use. 

Integrated wire cutter and crimping jaws for convenience.  

Stripping - 0.2- 6.0mm; Cutting - HRC 40 - 50; Crimping - 0.5 - 

6.0mm terminals. 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-495    CK Automatic Wire Stripper ................................. £33.49 

                                                                                                           
 

CABLE CUTTERS 
 

HEAVY DUTY CABLE/WIRE CUTTER a pair of curved blade cut-

ters made from steel with insulated handles.  Features spring load-

ed jaws with retention clip.  Suitable for cables up to 14mm dia.  

Length 160mm. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
                        

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-628    Heavy Duty Cable/Wire Cutter.............................    £8.89 

                                                                                                           

WHEN PLACING AN ORDER 

PLEASE USE THE FULL ORDER CODE 

INCLUDING ANY PUNCTUATION
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WIRE ROPE/SPRING WIRE CUTTER an expert quality cable cut-

ter for cutting wire rope up to a diameter of 5mm and spring wire 

up to 1.5mm diameter.  The blades are SK5 high carbon steel, 

hardened, tempered and polished. The sprung handles have vinyl 

grips and safety lock.  Length overall 190mm.                 
 
             

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

57768       Wire Rope/Spring Wire Cutter 190mm................. £24.99 

                                                                                                           
 

KNIPEX HARD WIRE CUTTER 

 

KNIPEX HARD WIRE CUTTERS high leverage diagonal side cut-

ters manufactured from chrome vanadium electric steel, oil hard-

ened and tempered. The cutting edges are separately induction 

hardened to 64HRc for cutting piano, hard and soft wires. The cut-

ter has a forged-on pivot which gives extra leverage and cushion 

grip handles.  Length 160m. 

   Cutting Capacities:-   Soft Wire   Hard Wire   Piano Wire 

                 P55522                 4.0mm        2.5mm        2.0mm 
 
 
 
 
 

 

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

P55522     Knipex Hard Wire Cutter 160mm.......................... £44.89 

                                                                                                           
 

CRIMPING TOOLS 
 

CRIMPING TOOL KIT containing a varied selection of crimp con-

nectors and an insulated crimping tool.  Supplied in a hinged plas-

tic case.  Comprises of 80 insulated and 40 non-insulated termi-

nals.  The crimp tool incorporates a wire cutter and stripper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                           

ODE         TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-220    Crimping Tool Kit.................................................. £14.99 

                                                                                                           
CRIMPING TOOL for crimping red, blue, black and yellow insulat-

ed crimp connectors, it also incorporates a wire cutter, a bolt cutter 

and a position for crimping ignition terminals. Length overall 

200mm. 

 

 
                                  

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

67652       Crimping Tool.......................................................   £4.99 

                                                                                                           

CRIMPING TOOL for crimping red, blue and yellow insulated and 

unisulated crimp connectors, it also incorporates a wire cutter, bolt 

cutter and a position for crimping ignition terminals. Length overall 

240mm.  

 

 
       

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

13656       5 Way Crimping Tool............................................ £12.99 

                                                                                                           

CRIMPING TOOL FOR BOOTLACE AND CABLE FERRULES 

Expert Quality crimping tools, manufactured from drop forged 

chrome vanadium steel hardened, tempered and chemically black-

ened for corrosion protection.  2 types are available: for crimping 

bootlace type terminals in most automotive and electrical applica-

tions with 7 crimping stations:- 0.25/0.34, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5 and 

2.5mm2.  The tool includes a cable cutter. Length 160mm.  The 

second tool is used for crimping cable ferrules in most automotive 

and electrical applications with nine crimping stations:- 0.5, 0.75, 

1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 4.0, 6.0, 10.0 and 16.0mm2.  Length 190mm. 

   

 

 

 
                             

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

62324       Crimping Tool for Bootlace Ferrules 160mm........ £17.99 

62226       Crimping Tool for Cable Ferrules 190mm............  £18.99 

                                                                                                           
 

TINMANS SHEARS 

 

TAMIYA SCISSOR FOR PHOTO ETCHED PARTS a high quality 

miniature precision scissor 

suitable for cutting photo 

etched parts from frets. 

 

                                     

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

74068       Tamiya Scissor for Photo Etched Parts................ £18.99 

                                                                                                           

JEWELLERS SNIPS a high quality jewellers pattern snip, ideal for 

intricate work.  Drop forged high carbon steel with hardened and 

ground straight blades.  The cutting edges which have been addi-

tionally hardened for longer life.  The handles are double dipped 

PVC for comfort during use.  Length overall 175mm. 

 
 
 

                  

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

81199       Jewellers Snips 175mm........................................ £14.99 

                                                                                                           

JEWELLERS PATTERN TINMANS SHEARS fine quality shears 

with hardened and finely ground blades, ideal for cutting out intri-

cate shapes in thin gauge sheet material.  Available with straight or 

curved blades.  Overall length 175mm. 

 

 

 
                       

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-101    Jewellers Tinmans Shear Straight 175mm........... £11.99 

030-103    Jewellers Tinmans Shear Curved 175mm............ £12.99 
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EXPERT SCISSOR PATTERN TIN SNIPS a traditional scissor 

pattern with heavy duty hardened and tempered blades.  Use cut-

ting thin gauge ferrous and non-ferrous sheet metals.  Double-

dipped soft-grip handles for secure grip and comfor t. Cutting 

capacity: aluminium sheet 1.8mm, mild steel sheet 1.2mm and 

stainless steel sheet 0.8mm.  Jaw capacity 140mm. 

 

 

 

 

 
  

         

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-753    Expert Scissor Pattern Tin Snips.......................... £15.99 

                                                                                                           

AVIATION TIN SNIPS a pair of compound action tin snips with 

straight cut blades.  The chrome vanadium blades are serrated for 

extra grip.  The ‘No nip’ handles are spring loaded and also have 

finger slip guards for added safety.  Cutting capacity:-  aluminium 

1.5mm, mild steel 1.2mm. Length overall 255mm. 

 

 

 

 
  

    

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-118    Aviation Tin Snips.................................................   £4.99 

                                                                                                           
 

HAND NIBBLERS 
 

MINI NIBBLER a miniature hand nibbler for cutting sheet materials 

in the same fashion as a chassis 

punch.  The tool is used by placing 

 the cutter onto the edge of the 

material, or for internal cuts 

inserting the cutter in a pre-drilled 

9.5mm hole.  Ideal for trimming, 

cutting out slots, rectangles, 

large circles or irregular shapes. 

Cutting capacity:- soft metals 

up to 18AWG and 1/16" soft plate. 

Length overall 184mm. 

 
 

                                               

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-280    Miniature Nibbler.................................................. £17.50 

                                                                                                           

HAND NIBBLER an expert quality hand nibbler for cutting a wide 

variety of materials without bending or distortion.  The replaceable 

blade has accurately ground edges.  The handles are spring-load-

ed with a PVC grip and slip guards for added safety.  Cutting 

capacity:- Sheet metal up to 1.2mm, plastics up to 2mm.  Length 

255mm. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
    

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

35748       Draper Hand Nibbler............................................. £24.99 

35756       Draper Nibbler Blade............................................   £6.19 

                                                                                                           

UNIVERSAL SNIPS 

 

UNIVERSAL SNIPS for cutting a wide variety of materials includ-

ing:- tin plate, copper, aluminium, cables, carpet, rubber, plastics, 

leather and card.  The blades are manufactured of stainless steel, 

hardened and tempered for longlife.  The bottom blade edge is 

serrated for improved grip during cutting.  The moulded grip han-

dles are spring loaded and incorporate a thumb lock.  Overall 

length 190mm. 

 

              
CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

12389       Draper Universal Snips......................................... £13.99 

                                                                                                           
 

CK HEAVY DUTY CUTTERS 

 

CK HEAVY DUTY SIDE CUTTERS high leverage diagonal side 

cutters for soft and medium/hard wire.  High capacity with a 

smooth, easy cutting action.  Length 180mm.  Cutting Capacities:-   

Soft Wire 4mm,  Medium/Hard Wire 2.5mm. 
 
 
 
 
 

       

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-362    CK Heavy Duty Side Cutters 180mm................... £28.99 

                                                                                                           

CK HEAVY DUTY TOP CUTTERS high quality top cutter manu-

factured from hot forged steel with induction hardened cutting 

edges.  Black lacquered with red comfort PVC handles.  

Manufactured to DIN ISO 5478.  Length 180mm.  Cutting capacity 

2.5mm dia 

hard wire. 
 
 

              

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-398    CK Heavy Duty Top Cutters 180mm.................... £27.50 

                                                                                                           
 

MINIATURE BOLT CUTTERS 

 

MINI BOLT CUTTER with chrome vanadium jaws. Feature high 

leverage compound action handles. Plastic grips with handle lock.  

Length 200mm. 
 

 

                   

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-320    S/L Mini Bolt Cutter with Straight Jaws.................   £7.99 

                                                                                                           

DRAPER MINI BOLT CUTTER a miniature cutter with forged cen-

tre cut tool steel jaws.  The jaws have been hardened, tempered 

and chemically blacked for long life.  The spring loaded handles 

have an adjustable stop and plastic covers and safety lock.  They 

will cut mild steel up to 3mm max. and soft materials, ie. copper, 

aluminium up to 4mm max.  Length 210mm. 

  
 
 

 
      

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

36092       Draper Mini Bolt Cutter Straight Jaws..................  £24.99 
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XURON PLIERS & CUTTERS 
 

XURON TWEEZER NOSE PLIER a high quality plier described as 

the ultimate needle nose plier.  Precision manufacturing ensures 

precise tip alignment so a human hair can be picked up, but the 

tips are strong enough for wire forming  The jaws are smooth, the 

handles feature Xuro-Rubber cushion grips and are sprung for 

comfort.   
 
Length 135mm. 

 
 

                          
CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

75584       Xuron Tweezer Nose Plier 450............................. £18.99 

                                                                                                           
XURON ULTRAFLUSH CUTTER a miniature pair of side cutters  

with cushion grip sprung handles.  The jaws are ground to an ultra-

flush finish which produces a very clean cut end.  The by-pass cut-

ting action reduces the effort required, and this also extends the 

tool life.  Cutting 

capacity 1.2mm 

soft copper wire 

& plastics.  

 

Length 120mm. 
                                                  
CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-411    Xuron Ultraflush Cutter 410A................................ £14.99 

                                                                                                           
XURON SPRUE CUTTERS a miniature pair of side cutters  with 

cushion grip sprung handles.  The jaws are ground to an ultraflush 

finish. The by-pass cutting action reduces the effort required, and 

this also extends the tool life.  The jaw is tapered to allow cuts in 

restricted spaces, an angled jaw version is also available which 

further improves working in restricted spaces and are ideal for 

working on the inside of a radius.  Cutting capacity 1.2mm soft 

copper wire 

and plastics.  

 

Length 130mm. 

  

 
                    
CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-412    Xuron Sprue Cutter 410T..................................... £14.99 

030-414    Xuron Angled Sprue Cutter 420T......................... £24.99 

                                                                                                           
XURON SUPER FLUSH CUTTER high quality Micro-Shear® 

flush- cutters.  Featuring a tough alloyed steel, state-of-the-art heat 

treated, high precision screw, post pivot and ultra precise grinding.  

Cuts everything from mylar or thread up to 14 AWG soft wire.  With 

advanced ergonomically designed Xuro-Rubber™ cushioned 

grips, Light Touch™ return spring and glare eliminating finish so 

you can work more comfortably and precisely and for longer than 

is possible with a conventional cutter.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
                   

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-170    Xuron Super Flush Cutter 130mm........................ £16.99 

                                                                                                           

XURON LX MICRO-SHEAR FLUSH CUTTER a flush cutter suit-

able for soft wire up to 1.29mm in diameter.  Using Xuron's patent-

ed blade by pass system ensures that both edges of the material 

are cut cleanly rather than compressed as with conventional side 

cutters. With cushioned grips and a return spring for greater com-

fort.  

 
 

 

 

 
                 

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-999    Xuron LX Micro-Shear Flush Cutter.....................  £16.99 

                                                                                                           

XURON HIGH PRECISION SCISSOR a high quality scissor with 

cushion grip sprung handles.  The jaws are accurately ground and 

the passing cutting action ensures a clean cut.  Ideal for cutting 

brass frets. 

Length 130mm. 

 

 
 

                            
CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-440    Xuron High Precision Scissor............................... £19.99 

                                                                                                           
XURON HARD WIRE & CABLE CUTTER a quality hard wire cut-

ter with a high leverage cutting action.  The handles are sprung, 

have cushion grip covers and a ‘no nip’ action. The hardened jaws 

pass completely ensuring an efficient cut.  Cutting capacity 2mm 

hard wire. 

 

 

Length 140mm. 
 
  
 
 
 

                          
CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-193    Xuron Hard Wire & Cable Cutter.......................... £22.99 

                                                                                                           
XURON TRACK CUTTERS a high leverage cutter specially 

designed for cutting nickel silver model railway track from Z to OO.  

The handles are sprung and have cushion grip covers.  The hard-

ened jaws have a  by-pass action which reduces the effort required 

and extends the tool life.  Cutting capacity:- nickel silver rail Z to 

OO.  Length 150mm.  The New “In-Situ” Patten Cutter is also 

available. 

 

 

 
 

 
              

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-413    Xuron Track Cutter Standard Pattern................... £16.99 

030-583    Xuron Track Cutter In-Situ Patten 2175M............ £17.99 

                                                                                                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WHEN PLACING AN ORDER 

PLEASE USE THE FULL ORDER CODE 

INCLUDING ANY PUNCTUATION
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NON-SCRATCH PLIERS 

 

TAMIYA NON-SCRATCH LONG NOSE PLIERS a high quality 2 

step adjustable pliers fitted with non-scratch jaws to prevent dam-

age to the item being gripped.  The jaws have a 2 step adjustment 

and the handles are sprung for ease of use.  The handles are fitted 

with a pvc grip.  Manufactured from chrome vanadium steel, spe-

cially treated for durability and to prevent rust.  Length overall 

170mm. 

 

         

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

74065       Tamiya Non-Scratch Long Nose Pliers................  £24.99 

                                                                                                           
 

PHOTO ETCH BENDING PLIERS 

 

TAMIYA PHOTO ETCH BENDING PLIERS high quality plierS 

with extra strong jaws for bending and shaping etch parts.  The 

jaws are smooth to avoid marking the object, the tip of the jaws are 

used for small parts.  Use for thin etch parts only.  The handles are 

sprung for ease of use and fitted with a special coating for excel-

lent grip.  2 types available: 15mm jaw, length overall 130mm.  

50mm jaw, length overall 160mm. 

               

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

74084       Tamiya Bending Pliers 20mm Jaws.....................  £24.99 

74067       Tamiya Bending Pliers 50mm Jaws.....................  £24.99 

                                                                                                           
 

LOCKING PLIERS 

 
MINIATURE LOCK-GRIP PLIER a miniature locking pliers with 

adjusting self-locking jaws with quick release action.  Ideal as an 

extra hand when clamping sheet metal and small pipes etc.  

Curved jaws, length 5". 

 

 
 

 
                             

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-300    Mini Lock-Grip Pliers 5"........................................   £4.99 

                                                                                                           

2 PIECE MINIATURE LOCKING PLIERS a set of 2 miniature lock-

ing pliers with adjusting self-locking jaws with quick release action.  

Ideal as an extra hand when clamping sheet metal and small pipes 

etc.  The set includes a 4" curved jaw pair and a 5" pair with long 

nose jaws. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
                 

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-787    2 Piece Miniature Locking Pliers..........................    £6.99 

                                                                                                           

MINIATURE SELF-LOCKING LONG NOSE PLIER self-locking 

long nose nickel-plated steel pliers. Serrated jaws, adjustable 

opening and quick-release levers.  Lengths 125mm.  

 
 

 

        

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

030-736    Self-Locking Long Nose Plier 125mm..................   £6.99 

                                                                                                           

 

CIRCLIP PLIER SET 

 

CIRCLIP PLIER SET a circlip plier which is supplied with four dif-

ferent heads and each head can be used to fit and remove both 

internal and external circlips. The plier and heads are manufac-

tured from pressed 

steel, the handles 

are sprung and 

have comfortable 

PVC grips.  Of the 

four head supplied 

2 are straight, a 45° 

and a 90° head 

is also supplied to 

assist when working 

in confined spaces. 

                                   

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

19735       Draper 5 Piece Circlip Plier Set............................ £13.99 

                                                                                                           
 

CARPENTERS PINCERS 

 

CARPENTERS PINCERS forged from high quality steel hardened, 

tempered and the jaws induction hardened.  Ball and claw pattern 

handles with black paint finish.  Length 175mm. 

              

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

32732       Draper Carpenters Pincers...................................   £7.99 

                                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SQUIRES GIFT VOUCHERS 
Supplied with a quality card 

redeemable at any of our exhibition 

stands, by mail order or at our shop. 

 

GV5 - Gift Voucher Value £5.00 

GV10 - Gift Voucher Value £10.00 

GV20 - Gift Voucher Value £20.00



HELPING HANDS 

 

HELPING HANDS WITH MAGNIFIER featuring a round, 60 mm 

magnifier lens (2.5x magnification) in a steel frame.  It features a 

heavy base for stability and 2 articulated arms with crocodile clips 

for gripping.  An indespensible aid for model-makers, DIYers and 

Professionals alike.  Adjustable joints for versatile movement in all 

directions, strong crocodile 

clamps to hold work securely 

and distortion-free magnifying 

lens.  Ideal for any application 

where a 'third hand' is needed. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

020-165    Helping Hands with Magnifier...............................   £3.99 

                                                                                                           

HEAVY DUTY HELPING HANDS WITH MAGNIFIER a variation 

of the popular Helping Hands with an extra large lens.  The 90mm 

lens gives clear undistorted magnification of x2½. The magnifier is 

mounted to the cross bar using ball joints allowing universal posi-

tioning of the lens.  The crocodile clip "hands" are mounted on a 

cross bar which is mounted 

on a ball joint.  The height 

of the lens and the "hands" 

can be raised or lowered 

on the column.  Ideal for 

soldering, assembling, 

painting etc. 

 

                                                            

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

020-862    Heavy Duty Helping Hands with Magnifier...........   £8.99 

                                                                                                           
ILLUMINATED HELPING HANDS WITH MAGNIFIER with 90 mm 

magnifier lens (2 x magnification), LED lights (3 x AAA, not sup-

plied), weighted cast iron base for stability and 3 articulated arms 

with crocodile clips for gripping.  Also features an adjustable sol-

dering iron rest; ideal for electronics and other soldering projects. 

 

 

 

 

                                          

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

020-857    Illuminated Helping Hands with S/Iron Stand....... £14.99 

                                                                                                           

MAGNIFIER WITH HELPING HANDS 

 

MAGNIFYING LAMP WITH HELPING HANDS a magnifying lamp 

with LED illumination, integrated 3rd hand and soldering iron 

stand.  Ideal for working on small PCBs, components and solder-

ing.  LED Illumination powered either by 4x AA batteries or an 

external power supply (both not provided). Base size 190x170mm.  

Magnifying glass neck length 265mm.  Alligator clip neck length 

250mm.  Magnifier Lens 90mm.  Magnification   3x.  LED illumina-

tion 6x patch type LEDs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

020-258    Magnifying Lamp with Helping Hands.................. £29.99 

                                                                                                           
 

HEAD BAND MAGNIFIERS 

 

MODELCRAFT SLIMLINE MAGNIFIER ideal for close-up detailed 

working leaving hands free for working.  Includes 4 lenses giving 

magnification from 1.6x to 3.5x. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
              

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

POP1763  Modlecraft Headband Magnifier + 4 Lenses.........   £4.99 

                                                                                                           

HANDS FREE MAGNIFIER ideal for close-up detailed working 

leaving hands free.  Includes 5 lenses and an adjustable LED light. 

Comes with interchangeable spectacle frames & elastic headband.  

Use for professional renovation & restoration, electronics & preci-

sion engineering, model making, craft and smaller DIY projects.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

120-080    Hands Free Magnifier + LED Light & 5 Lenses....   £9.99 

                                                                                                           

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS

TELEPHONE 01243 84242450


